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Learn from the world’s leading platform  
for sustainable finance
At the LGX Academy, we’ve been providing unparalleled sustainable finance training to participants from  
all over the world since 2020 - built around our expertise as the world’s leading platform for sustainable finance  
that has helped to raise more than EUR 1 trillion for sustainable development across the globe. Endorsed and trusted  
by industry experts and professionals looking to contribute towards a more low-carbon and inclusive economy,  
we offer a comprehensive curriculum designed to deepen your understanding of the sustainable finance market.

Goes beyond theory  
with practical case-studies
Our commitment to excellence extends beyond theory. 
With a focus on practical learning, our courses integrate 
case studies and real-life examples of sustainable debt 
issuance. By immersing yourself in hands-on experiences, 
you’ll gain invaluable insights that translate directly  
into actionable knowledge.

Stay ahead on market trends  
and innovations
Stay on top of hot topics, trends, and developments  
with our regularly updated course topics and material.  
Tailor-made courses are also available, which you can 
carefully craft together with our in-house experts to meet 
your specific needs for a personalised learning journey.

Join us at LGX Academy and start  
your sustainable finance journey today!

Learn from our In-House Experts

Experience expert-led education at LGX Academy, 
where our in-house LGX team offer deep expertise  
in sustainable finance. Our courses are tailored  
to specific needs and regularly updated to cover 
market trends and emerging topics, ensuring 
continuous professional growth.

Laetitia HAMON
HEAD OF SUSTAINABLE FINANCE

T +352 47 79 36 - 319
laetitia.hamon@luxse.com

Paul CHAHINE
SUSTAINABILITY RESEARCH MANAGER

T +352 47 79 36 - 292
paul.chahine@luxse.com

Advantages of LGX Academy

check Tailor-made courses

check Interactive lectures  
in human-sized groups

check Lectures delivered by LGX experts

check Flexible online courses

check New topic covered each month
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